
 
 

Department Affiliates Webinar Series  
 

FREE OPEN ACCESS WEBINAR 
Want to see all the future webinar announcements? 

Have your department join the  
Department Affiliates! 

Getting Your Paper on the Program: Advice for graduate students, early career faculty, and 
anyone who secretly thinks 'the ASA Annual Meeting isn't really for sociologists like me' 

 
Thursday November 3, 2016 

12:00-1:00 pm EDT 

Click here to register 

Are you frustrated that you have not been able to get your paper onto the ASA program? Have you resisted submitting a 
paper because you are concerned it might not be accepted? This webinar demystifies the process of getting a paper 
onto a panel at the Annual Meeting. The webinar will explain how ASA's review process works once your paper is 
received, provides a template of the essential components for both qualitative and quantitative paper submissions, and 
explains how to decide which sections to send your paper to for consideration. There will also be time at the end for 
participants to pose questions. 

 
Webinar Leaders: 
 

 
 

Presenter – Karyn Lacy is Assistant Professor of Sociology and the Center for Afro-American and 
African Studies at the University of Michigan, a Ford Fellow, and was a Visiting Scholar at the 
Russell Sage Foundation. She received her PhD in sociology from Harvard University. Her 
research interests: stratification, urban sociology, African American studies, race and ethnicity, 
the black middle-class. She has been involved in the ASA from many vantage points -- as an 
elected member of the Council, a member of the Regional Program Committee, Organizer of 
ASA paper sessions, presenter, and discussant.   
 

 
   

Moderator – Margaret Weigers Vitullo is the Director of Academic and Professional Affairs at 
the ASA where she works to support sociologists in academic and applied settings, sociology 
departments, and students at every level. Her most recent publications have focused the 
working conditions and needs of community college faculty in sociology.  She received her PhD 
in sociology from the University of Michigan and completed a Robert Wood Johnson Scholars in 
Health Policy Research post-doc at the University of Michigan School of Public Health. Her varied 
career has included being a staff sociologist at the Agency for Health Care Policy and Research 
and ten years as a faculty member and department chair at Gallaudet University. She has held 
her current position at ASA since 2007. 

 

http://www.asanet.org/teaching-learning/department-leaders/department-affiliates-program/cost-department-affiliate-program
https://attendee.gotowebinar.com/register/7376892169493974019

